
Grcode:mapping from
some alphabetto strings
of Os t Is.

one is
a
grow it

no code word is a profix
of any other

Ex:2-bit ASCII is
prodix free

Morse code:characters to

sequences of dots to dashes

E: . (0) S:. . . 1000)



can visualize prefix from

codes as a binarytroo

with characters stored in

leaves A: O

B: It

%y cilo

17
2 B

↳ Crecessarily) a binary
search tree



Given an array 8/1..n]

of frequencies where fib

is atime character i

appears,

Goal:Find a prefix from

code/Ginarytreo to

minimize

+(i):dopth(i)
i =1

need not 60 a BST!

charactors atleaves!



Observation:Optimal troo
is full. Everynode has

0 in 2 children.

⑱
=>Max depth nodes are
loaves with leaf siblings.
If we pluck of sibling loaves,
we get a smaller, full tree!



L
↑

Idea:Gwess -]
sibling loaves, treatparent
as a character with freg.
= sum of leaves' frequenciest
recurse.

& ~
↳ing



Huffman'51:
Setleastfrequent two

characters as siblings.
Merge the two siblings
into a single character t
recurse.

(if not justplace the
roof- use emptycodeword)



X X X Xz

t

↳
-O



Optimal encoding has

649 bits.



Lemma:Let xby 60 the

two least frequent charactors
(break ties arbitrarily).
There is an optimal code

tree in which xbyare

siblings (of max depth).
Proof: Lotx to the least

frequentchar bysecond.
Let T 60 an optimal
code trep 5 & 60 its

depth.



t is full so its has

sibling loaves add at

depth d.

Ias
Suppose x*5a,63*
Swap xt a to create
tree T



cost (T1) =cost (T)
+ 8[x].(depth, (a) -

depth f(x))
- - [a]. (depth,(a) -

dopth,(x)
=(8[x] -6(a)).
Idopth,(a) - depth,(x))

=cost (T)

If y *6,swap y 56. Cost

goes down further.

Tis the tree we wanted.



Thm:Huffman codes are
optimal prefix- from codes.

If n = 1, then yos.

otherwise, will saycharacters
10 I are leastfrequent.
Let t 6e a codetoo with

12as siblings.

Let T =T 131,23.
Treatparent of 122 as

a new character nt1 where

f(n + 1] =f(1] +5(2]



Tis a code too for

3, n n+

cost(T) =f(i).dopth,(i)
i =1

-* f(i). dopth,(i)
i =3

+ f(1].dopth, (1)
1f (27-depth, (2)
-f [n+1]. dopth, (n+1)

=cost (T)
+ f(1].dopth, (1)
-f (27-depth, (1)
-f [n+1]. (dopth, (D) - 1)
C



=cost(t)) + f(1] ++ (z]
+(f(1+f(27 -f (n +1)).
(depth,(1) -1)

=cost(t) + f(1] + f(z]

BestT with siblings (w2
found byminimizing cost(T).

Gives optimal answer by prov
lomma.



Use a priorityqueen with

two operations
Insert(e,K):insertobject
with key (priority) k

ExtractMin:Removes a
returns elementof smallest

keys

Builds arrays
( I..2n-13: leftchildren
RC 1..2n-17: right children

PCI.. 2n-1]: parents
root gets label 2nil



Ileaves have no

children

↑roothas no parent

0 (n) ·0(logn) =0 (nlogn) time

0 (m) time each


